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NOTE FROM IPQ’S EDITOR-IN-CHIEF:  The first of two stories featured in our Monthly 
Update for August and September (see pp. 4-68) explores the dialogue now going on among 
regulators, pharmacopeias, academics and industry on the challenges associated with the 
manufacturing, characterization and QC of nanoparticle-based formulations, in an effort to 
establish appropriate best practices, standards, guidance, and regulatory approaches. 

The five parts of story delve into: ● the lipid challenges Pfizer and BioNTech faced with their mRNA-LNP COVID 
vaccine ● FDA’s novel excipient review pilot program and nanomaterials guidance ● USP’s draft guideline and 
other efforts to support mRNA vaccine quality ● the EDQM nanomedicines dialogue and WHO on regulating 
mRNA vaccine quality, and ● potency assays for mRNA-LNP vaccines. [See the introduction on p. 4 for more on the 
depth and breadth of the story and who it features.]

The second story focuses on how CBER’S Advanced Technologies Program (ATP) is being strengthened through 
the expansion of internal and external funding, scientific and regulatory expertise, and collaborative support 
through the CBER Advanced Technologies Team (CATT). 

The story also adds to the in-depth review provided in the June/July Monthly Update of CDER’s innovation 
support efforts with a discussion of the proposals accepted into its Emerging Technology Team during 2020 and 
2021 and the ETT experience with reviewing continuous manufacturing in applications.

Among the US FDA developments highlighted in the Updates in Brief section of the August/September issue 
(see pp. 86-92) are reports on CDER OPQ’s activities and the center’s regulatory science and research activities 
across the new and generic drug arenas. There were guidance updates on OTC monograph submissions and 
combination products, and the announcement of an advisory committee meeting in early November on OPQ’s 
quality management maturity (QMM) and KASA initiatives.

Europe saw the release of: ● a revised Annex 1 on sterile manufacturing ● an overview of comments on Q2(R2) 
and Q14 ● a concept paper on a synthetic peptide guidance, and ● upcoming workplans for mutual recognition/
decentralized procedures and for the GMP/GDP IWG.

Paralleling the work FDA has been doing in the QMM/KASA/PQ-CMC arena (IPQ February 17, 2022) was 
the release of a reflection paper from ICMRA, PIC/S, and IPRP on a joint Pharmaceutical Quality Knowledge 
Management System (PQ KMS) harmonization initiative. Also on the international front were the announcements 
of further information sharing between PIC/S and EC/EMA, and the formation of a advisory group by WHO on 
localizing pharma production.

There were 11 drug GMP warning letters posted by FDA during August and September (see pp. 93-101). Four of 
the nine issued in the US involved OTC product manufacturing, including two makers of hand sanitizers, and 
one went to a contract lab. Another two of the letters went to makers of HCT/Ps, and one to a compounder. The 
two foreign warning letters were issued to an API manufacturer in China and a finished dosage firm in Germany. 
[See p. 101 for a listing of 13 FDA warning letters posted during August and September involving other drug-related 
concerns.]

EMA issued a non-compliance report (NCR) in September to a Turkey-based contract manufacturer (see p. 102), 
where seven major GMP deficiencies were among the 47 noted.

“CGMP deviations” was again the leading reason for drug recalls posted by FDA during August and September 
(see pp. 103-107), with 15 of 59 posted falling into this category. Labeling/packaging problems were the second 
leading cause with 12 recalls, one of which – of an injectable insulin missing a label on some prefilled pens – drew 
the most serious, Class I rating.
  
There were 11 recalls falling into the “impurity/foreign substance/particulate” category, including three rated 
Class I. “Microbial contamination/sterility assurance” issues resulted in seven recalls – two in the Class I category 
involving microbial contamination of non-sterile products. One of the four potency/content uniformity recalls 
was Class I, as were both of those due to NDA/monograph non-compliance – involving unapproved products 
containing tadalafil and sildenafil.

Bill Paulson, Editor-in-Chief
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